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a b s t r a c t

The compressive deformation behavior of an extruded 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al composite fabricated by stir
casting was investigated at temperatures of 355e495 �C and strain rates of 0.001e1 s�1. An abnormal
variation of flow stress with temperature was observed at low strain rates. This anomalous behavior was
attributed to abnormal grain growth in the matrix alloy above a critical temperature, resulting in higher
deformation resistance of the composite at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, the effect of the
compression parameters on the particle distribution was investigated by the marked trace lines. It was
indicated that after hot deformation, the particle free bands (PFBs) were commonly observed in the hard-
to-deform region and shear deformation region. Increasing temperature and strain rate hardly improved
particle distribution uniformity, while large compressive strain could eliminate the PFBs.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the past half century, the processing, mechanical properties
and microstructures of silicon-carbide (SiC) particulate reinforced
Al matrix composites (PRAMCs) have been extensively studied
[1e6]. Although the PRAMCs generally exhibit low ductility, it is
possible for the PRAMCs to undergo secondary processing if the
reinforcement volume fraction is less than 40% [7]. The presence of
SiC particles makes the composite be more prone to internal
damage (such as debonding, cracking or particle fracture) than
unreinforced metals, thus the secondary processing is generally
conducted at elevated temperatures where the matrix alloy does
not exhibit work-hardening behavior.

During the hot deformation of the PRAMCs the distribution of
reinforcing particles varies with the plastic flow of matrix alloy. At
the same time, the reinforcing particles also significantly affect the
microstructural evolution of matrix alloy. An accurate under-
standing of deformation behavior is helpful to select appropriate
processing parameters for fabricating the composite components
with particular microstructures, thereby enhancing service per-
formances (e.g., superior creep resistance and high-temperature
strength).
Hot deformation is a dynamic process, and generally the stress-

strain curves can be regarded as a manifestation of the deformation
mechanisms of the PRAMCs. So far, the corresponding relationship
between the shape of flow stress curves and the microstructural
evolution for the PRAMCs has been rarely investigated in detail.

Generally, the strength of metallic materials decreases with
increasing temperature. However, there exists exception in a few of
alloys. For instance, in some Al-Li alloys [8,9] and their single
crystalline alloys [10], at temperatures from �200 to 150 �C dislo-
cations move in pairs cutting the d0-Ll2 precipitates, and the resis-
tance to the motion of the super-dislocations by the d0-particles
enhances with increasing temperature, which leads to a positive
temperature dependence of yield stress. In some nickel-based al-
loys [11,12], Kear-Wilsdorf locks, formed during screw dislocation
cross-slip from {111} plane to {010} plane, multiply with increasing
temperature. As a consequence, the yield strength increases with
temperature.

The anomalous stress-temperature relationships have also been
found in the PRAMCs [13], but the relevant mechanisms have not
been explained concurrently. Compared to unreinforced aluminum
alloys, the particles have significant effect on the microstructures of
the matrix during hot working, thereby resulting in more compli-
cated microstructural evolution. Therefore, the effect of micro-
structural evolution on the deformation behavior of the PRAMCs
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should be carefully investigated.
Compared with the unreinforced alloys, an important micro-

structural evolution of the PRAMCs is the re-distribution of parti-
cles during hot deformation, which has a strong effect on the
mechanical properties of the composite. The cluster or inhomoge-
neous distribution of reinforcing particles can promote the nucle-
ation and propagation of cracks [14e16]. In contrast, the uniform
distribution of particles can enhance ultimate tensile strength and
elongation [3,17], and improves fatigue performance [18,19].
However, during hot working (e.g., forging or rolling) the effect of
processing parameters on the uniformity of particle distribution
has received few attentions.

In the present work, extrusion bars of stir cast 14 vol% SiCp/
2014Al composite was subjected to hot compression tests. The
reversed relationship between flow stress and temperature was
observed and explained on the basis of microstructure evolution.
Zener equation was taken into account to evaluate the stability of
grain size during hot deformation. Furthermore, the effect of pro-
cessing parameters and local stress and strain states on the distri-
bution of particles was investigated in detail.
2. Experimental

The composite used in this study was 14 vol% SiC particle rein-
forced 2014Al (SiCp/2014Al) composite with a nominal particle size
of 20 mm. The nominal chemical composition of 2014Al is Al-4.8Cu-
0.6Mg-0.7Mn-0.7Fe-0.9Si [20]. The compositewas fabricated by stir
cast technique and subsequent extrusion which were described in
references [21]. Details of the processing technique are considered
to be proprietary by the manufacturer. The extruded bars were
machined into cylindrical specimens 8mm in diameter and 12mm
Fig. 1. Initial microstructure of the as-received 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al extrusion bars: (a) distri
of precipitated phases, (d) SEM backs-scattered electron image (Extruded direction is perp
in height with the axis parallel to the extrusion direction.
The isothermal compression tests were conducted in tempera-

ture range from 355 �C to 495 �C with a temperature interval of
35 �C and at strain rates of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 s�1 using the
Gleeble-3800. Tantalum sheets 100 mm thickness were used to
prevent adhesion between the end surfaces of cylindrical speci-
mens and the anvils. The specimens were compressed to an ulti-
mate true strain of 0.9. After hot compression, the specimens were
water quenched immediately to retain the deformed microstruc-
ture. The specimens were cut through the centerline along the
compression direction for microstructure examinations.

The samples for optical microscope (OM) were mechanically
polished and etched using Keller's reagent, then observed by stereo
microscopy (SM; Zeiss Stemi 2000-C), optical microscopy (OM;
Zeiss Axiovert200 MAT). Electron back-scattered diffraction anal-
ysis was used to characterize grain boundaries orientation and
confirm the OM examination. The specimens for electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) were firstly mechanically polished, and
were ion milled using a beam milling system (IBMS; Lecia EM
RES101). The EBSD analysis was conducted using a field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM; Zeiss Supra 55).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Initial microstructure

Fig. 1 shows the microstructure of the as-received composite.
The distribution of SiC particles was characterized by string-like
arrays with the orientation of most aligned SiC particles parallel
to the extrusion direction (Fig.1a) and the substantial recrystallized
microstructure was observed in the matrix with most of the
bution state of SiC particles, (b) fine-grained configuration of matrix alloy, (c) SEM/EDS
endicular to the horizontal.).



Fig. 3. True stress vs. true strain curves of 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al composites at strain
rate 0.001 s�1 for different temperatures.
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recrystallized grains being equiaxed, except for some narrow and
long grains (Fig. 1b). The average grain size of the matrix was
determined to be about 2.5 mm, which is close to the lower limited
subgrain size (~2 mm) of aluminum alloys at elevated temperatures
[22].

The SEM/EDS (Fig. 1c) analyses disclosed that there were two
main microstructural constituents in the composite. As shown in
Fig. 1d, phase A could be determined to be CuAl2 with smooth
profile and white color, while phase B could be determined to be a-
Al(Fe, Mn)Si with polyhedral shape and grey color, according to
previous report [23].

3.2. Deformation behavior of fine-grained composite

3.2.1. Flow behavior
Fig. 2 shows the true stress versus true strain curves of the 14 vol

% SiCp/2014Al composite during hot compression. In Fig. 2a, the
flow stress increases with increasing strain rate at 425 �C. The same
tendency existed at the other test temperatures. At the initial
deformation stage, the flow stress curves in strain rates of 0.01e1
s�1 exhibit a peak followed by a stress decrease, which is related to
the restoration processes of dislocations, substructures or grain
boundaries referred to as dynamic recovery (DRV) or dynamic
recrystallization (DRX). However, the curve at 0.001 s�1 and 425 �C
exhibits a continuous increase in the stress after the yield point. The
temperature of 425 �C and strain rate of 0.001 s�1 are close to the
creep conditions [24,25]. The creep hardening rate is higher at the
incipient deformation stage and then decreased. As a result, the
flow stress increases slowly with continuous deformation.

In Fig. 2b, the flow stress curves at different temperatures
exhibit a small strain interval between the upper and lower yield
points at strain rate of 0.01 s�1. After the yield point, the curves at
355 �C and 390 �C have a steady softening and a flat trend up to
strain of 0.6, and then both curves subsequently turn into work
hardening. However, at 425 �C, 460 �C and 495 �C all the flow
curves exhibit a strain hardening after the yield point. In addition,
the flow stress at 460 �C is close to that at 425 �C for a strain rate of
0.01 s�1. This result might be related to the microstructure trans-
formation as the temperature increases.

3.2.2. Anomalous increase of stress at higher temperature and low
strain rate

The flow stress increases anomalously at temperatures higher
than 425 �C for a low strain rate of 0.001 s�1, as shown in Fig. 3. At
the initial stage of deformation, the yield strength at 460 �C and
495 �C is higher than that at 425 �C. When strain reaches 0.4, the
Fig. 2. True stress vs. true strain curves of 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al composites: (a) at 425
flow stress at 460 �C decreases to be below that at 425 �C.
In order to understand the reverse stress-temperature rela-

tionship, the microstructures of the specimens at relevant defor-
mation parameters with strains of 0.025 and 0.9 were examined. In
Fig. 4a, the specimen compressed at 425 �C to a true strain of 0.025
had an average grain size of ~3.4 mmwhich is larger than that of the
as-received composite (Fig. 1b). When deformed to a true strain of
0.9, as shown in Fig. 4b, the grain size increased slightly and was
measured to be about 3.6 mm. These results were attributed to the
dynamic grain growth (DGG) which was classified as dynamic
recrystallization (DRX).

Fig. 4c shows that abnormal grain growth (AGG) occurred in the
matrix at 460 �C with a small strain of 0.025. The coarsened grains
were observed in most areas on the cross-section of the specimen
except for the regions with SiC particle clusters. Fine-grained
structure remained in the cluster zones since relative high con-
tents of SiC particles constrained grain boundary migration during
AGG. As the strain increased to 0.9, the large grains after AGG were
refined significantly due to the following DRX process. Fig. 4d
shows that a large number of low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs,
shown as white lines) existed in the grain interiors. Fig. 4e shows
that coarsened grains appeared even in the SiC cluster zones of
deformed specimen at 495 �C with strain of 0.025, attributed to the
further increase of grain boundary mobility at 495 �C. In this case,
when strain increased to 0.9 (Fig. 4f) the grains were refined rela-
tively homogeneously with a higher proportion of high angle grain
�C and variant strain rates, (b) at strain rate of 0.01 s�1 and variant temperatures.



Fig. 4. Microstructure of the specimens compressed under strain rate 0.001 s�1: (a) random region at 425 �C, (b) central region at 425 �C, (c) random region at 460 �C, (d) central
region at 460 �C, (e) random region at 495 �C, (f) central region at 495 �C. Compressive direction is perpendicular to the horizontal. (b), (d), (f) are EBSD maps (IPF color þ grain
boundary, high angle grain boundaries (>15�) are marked by black lines and low angle boundaries (2e15�) are marked by white lines; SiC particles are shown by dark gray; CuAl2 is
shown by light gray.). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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boundary (HAGB). Meanwhile, the spacing between particles and
clusters reduced compared to the situation at lower strain of 0.025,
implying that SiC particles was homogenously distributed at higher
strain.

The above results suggest that there existed a critical tempera-
ture of AGG (Tagg) between 425 �C and 460 �C during hot working in
the present fine grain composite. The Tagg was identified to be
around 440 �C in our previous work [26]. As the temperature
exceeded this critical point, grains grew immediately at the initial
stage of plastic deformation. In addition, comparing the center re-
gion (Fig. 4d and f) with the shear region (Fig. 5a and b) of the
compressed specimens, it is clearly noted that the grain sizes were
remarkably different in the case of AGG. At the initial deformation
stage AGG occurred throughout the whole specimen. As strain
increased, the coarsened grains were refined at high strain since
DRX occurred in the central region which was subjected to the
maximum strain. In the shear deformation region, the coarsened
grains still remained even at high applied strain due to relatively
low local strain in this region. As shown in Fig. 5c and d, the number
of LAGBs increased near the center region where the strain was
larger.

The deformation conditions at 0.001 s�1 in Fig. 3 are close to the
creep condition [24,25]. During creep deformation, strength of
grain boundaries decreases apparently with increasing tempera-
tures [27]. Moreover, Kottada et al. [28] suggested that the defor-
mation under low stress occurred in the absence of significant



Fig. 5. EBSD maps (IPF color þ grain boundary) in shear deformation region of the specimens compressed with true strain 0.9: (a) at 460 �C/0.001 s�1, (b) at 495 �C/0.001 s�1, (c)
local region in the dotted box of (a), (d) local region in the dotted box of (b) (Compressive direction is perpendicular to the horizontal.). (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
Average diameter and volume fraction of SiC reinforcement and second-phase
particles.

Particulates Average diameter (mm) Volume fractions (%)

SiCp 17.1 14
CuAl2 4.28 0.84
a-Al(Fe, Mn)Si 5.80 1.75
All particles 16.24 (volume-weighted) 16.59 (total)
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intragranular dislocation movement, which was classified as
diffusion creep. Under this creep regime, grain boundary sliding
(GBS) made a large contribution to plastic deformation. In contrast,
the high stresses generally corresponded to dislocation creep
which is associated with more active intragranular dislocation
behavior. Thus, the grain size has a significant influence on creep
resistance. Obviously, the occurrence of AGG above 440 �C hindered
GBS. In this case, the intragranular slip would contribute signifi-
cantly to the overall strain. However, the intragranular slip was
impeded by the SiC particles distributed in grain interior. It can be
seen from Fig. 5c and d that a number of LAGBs were distributed
around SiC particles and HAGBs, which was a consequence of the
obstacle of intragranular SiC particles and the inhomogeneous
stresses transmitted from neighboring grains during intragranular
slip.

It is well known that reinforcement can impede grain growth of
matrix alloys. Recent studies [29,30] disclosed that the nano scale
reinforcement could effectively inhibit grain growth even if the
initial grain was very fine. Compared to the composite, grain
growth often took place in the unreinforced alloys during defor-
mation at elevated temperatures [31,32]. In this reported studies,
the grain growth ratio was about 4e6 times of size of original
grains, and GBS could operate during deformation and the depen-
dence of stress on temperature was normal. In both of cases, the
anomalous increase of stress with rising temperature did not occur.
By contrast, in the present composite, the large grain growth ratio
up to 20e50 times inhibited GBS. Meanwhile, as shown by Fig. 5c
and d, intragranular slip was impeded by intragranular SiC parti-
cles. Both the impediments were responsible for the anomalous
increase of stress with rising temperature at low strain rate and
high temperature.

3.2.3. Dependence of flow curve shapes on microstructures
Generally, the center regions of specimens made main contri-

butions to the overall plastic deformation, the microstructures of
center regions therefore had a stronger relevance to the flow
curves. Except for the anomalous variation of flow stress with
temperature, Figs. 3 and 4 also disclose variant flow behaviors at
the same strain rate of 0.001 s�1 and different temperatures due to
the microstructure evolution, which can be explained as follows:

(1) The flow stress curve at 425 �C did not present an evident
yield point, and the microstructure evolution mechanism
was related with DGG. The grain size enlarged slightly with
increasing strain, and thus the strain hardening behavior was
observed in the whole process of hot compression.
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(2) At 460 �C, the softening initiated by grain refinement and the
hardening by grain growth reached a dynamic equilibrium.
As a consequence, the stress-strain curve exhibits a plateau
as the strain increases. Moreover, since the strength
increased with decreasing temperature and the curve of
425 �C turns upwards, at stain of 0.4 an intersection appears
between the curves of 425 �C and 460 �C.

(3) At the high temperature of 495 �C, the grains grew sub-
stantially at the initial stage of plastic deformation. In the
subsequent deformation process, the grown grains were
refined due to DRX at the central region and shear defor-
mation region of the specimen. In this case, the corre-
sponding curve exhibits a work softening behavior.
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the deformation region partition and streamline distri-
bution in the compressed specimen (I Hard-to-deform region; II Shear deformation
region; III Compressive deformation region; IV Lateral region).
3.2.4. Grain growth mechanism
During hot deformation, the grain growth occurred readily in

the extruded fine-grained Al or Mg matrix composites reinforced
with ceramic particles [13,33,34]. However, the reason for grain
growth was not discussed in the previous studies. It is well known
that the driving force for grain growth is generally provided by the
energy stored in grains and subgrain boundaries. Before hot
compression, high energy was stored in the matrix by a large
number of grain boundaries which derived from primary recrys-
tallization during hot extrusion. The fine grains in this structure are
highly susceptible to growth at elevated temperature. During static
annealing the main factors affecting the grain growth usually
include temperature, solutes and precipitated phase or
reinforcements.

Generally, grains grow through movements of HAGBs. In this
case, atom transfer at the boundaries between adjacent grains is
controlled by thermal activation which depends on temperature
significantly. Mobility of the boundaries increases with rising
temperature, which obeys the Arrhenius equation [35].

M ¼ Mo exp
�
�Qb=RT

�
(1)

where M is the mobility, Mo a constant (m4/K$mol), and Qb

apparent activation energy for boundary migration (J/mol).
The dispersed particles commonly exert a retarding pressure on

the LAGBs or HAGBs. Therefore, the particles have a pronounced
effect on the processes of recovery, recrystallization, and grain
growth. This effect is known as Zener drag [36]. In this work, the
main second-phases in thematrix are CuAl2 and a-Al(Fe, Mn)Si. The
size and volume fraction of SiC reinforcement and second-phase
particles are listed in Table 1. These statistical results were ob-
tained by the graphic software on the micrographs. Due to the
lower content of the second-phases, their inhibition of grain
boundary migration is limited compared to SiC particles.

Fig. 4 shows that the grain size is associated with particle dis-
tribution due to pinning effect; however, it is difficult to give an
accurate assessment for this. In a simplified model, the cubic par-
ticles are assumed to locate in a square lattice, and then the surface
distance of the nearest neighbor particles l can be evaluated by

l ¼
�
1� F1=3V

�

F1=3V

d (2)

where Fv is the volume fraction of particles and d the diameter of
particles. Substituting the average size of all particles (including SiC
and second-phase) into Eq. (2) gives an average surface distance of
~13.3 mm,which is about 5.3 times of the initial grain size (~2.5 mm).
Additionally, the distribution of particles in the composite was not
completely uniform. As shown in Fig. 4c and e, in some regions the
particle spacing exceeded ~50 mm. Thus, SiC particles could not pin
grain boundaries in the whole region, and the grains in the regions
with lower particle content grew rapidly as temperature exceeded
the transition point of AGG.

Zener [36] suggested that the driving force of grain growth due
to boundary curvature was counteracted by a pinning (drag) pres-
sure from the particles on the boundary. The grain growth is
inhibited completely when the grain size reaches a critical
maximum diameter, i.e. Zener limit size Dc, which can be given by

DC ¼ 4d
3FV

(3)

where d is the diameter of the pinning particles and Fv the volume
fraction of particles. Eq. (3) is known as the Zener equation, and its
general form can be expressed as [37].

DC ¼ Kd
FmV

(4)

where K is a dimensionless constant unrelated to particle shape and
m the exponent of Fv. Hillert [38] discussed the theoretical models
and concluded that for the large volume fraction (Fv> 0.1), Eq. (4)
was more appropriate when K¼ 1.8 and m¼ 0.33 were applied.

For the present 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al composite, the main
pinning particles are SiC reinforcing particles, CuAl2 precipitates,
and a-Al(Fe,Mn)Si dispersoids. Using the total volume fraction and
the weighted average diameters of particles in Table 1, the critical
maximum diameter could be determined as Dc¼ 52.9 mm from Eq.
(4) (K¼ 1.8, m¼ 0.33).

In general, the Zener limit refers to an equilibrium grain size
after high temperature annealing. Rofman et al. [39] found that for
the Al-4wt % Cu alloy in temperature range of 450e465 �C, the
grain sizes in the specimens deformed at low strain rates (10�3,
10�4 s�1) were larger than that annealed with the same time. This
implies that the strain-induced grain boundary mobility promotes
the grain growth substantially. The equilibrium state grain size
after static annealing should be a lower limit at high temperature.
Therefore, using the Dc in Eq. (4) we can qualitatively evaluate
whether the grain size is stable during hot deformation.

In this work, the initial grain size of 2.5 mm is far less than the
critical maximum dimension of 52.9 mm. Thus, it is reasonable that
the microstructure of the matrix was unstable and AGG occurred at
high temperature (~Tagg).



Fig. 7. Overall distribution of SiCp in longitudinal cross-section of the specimens compressed with true strain 0.9: (a) at 390 �C/0.001 s�1, (b) at 390 �C/1 s�1 (c) at 460 �C/0.001 s�1,
(d) at 460 �C/1 s�1 (particle streamline denoted by the dash line).
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3.3. Evolution of SiC particle distribution during hot working

During hot working, SiC particles moved with the flow of matrix
so as to accommodate plastic deformation of adjacent matrix by
changing orientation rather than interface sliding. High strain gives
rise to a significant rearrangement of particles. For the PRAMCs
fabricated by casting method, the aluminum matrix tends to pre-
sents a certain texture along the stirring axis [40] and the grain size
of the matrix is relatively large. Moreover, the reinforcing particles
were distributed not only on the grain boundaries but also within
the grain interiors [41]. After hot extrusion the PRAMCs fabricated
by casting method tended to form a relatively regular distribution
of reinforcing particles [42] compared with the composite fabri-
cated by powder metallurgy technique [43]. This string-like
structure or particle streamlines (shown in Fig. 1a) can be weak-
ened or broadened under specific hot working conditions.

3.3.1. Distribution of SiC particle streamline related to temperatures
and strain rates
3.3.1.1. Pattern of SiC particle streamlines. Fig. 6 shows a schematic
diagram of deformation regions and particle streamline distribu-
tion in the compressed specimen. The longitudinal section of the
specimen can be partitioned into four regions (Regions I, II, III, IV)
according to the differences in stress states and accumulated strain
during hot deformation. Furthermore, on the sections of specimens
before and after compression particle streamlines were marked by
trace lines of L1, L2 and L3 to indicate the flow regimes of particles
at various locations.



Fig. 8. Size variation of trace line ‘L1’ with temperatures and strain rates under true strain 0.9: (a) lateral expanded distance (LED), (b) full width at half maximum (FWHM).
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Fig. 7 shows the distribution of SiC particle streamlines at some
typical compression parameters. The streamlines were quite
different with the variant compression parameters, as denoted by
the trace lines. Near the center region the bulging of streamline L1
tended to concentrate in the middle with temperature increase,
which is related to a strain concentration in the compressive
deformation region (Region III in Fig. 6). Note that L2 and L3 which
were across Regions I, II and IV also presented similar situations.
Furthermore, comparing the overall distribution of SiC particles
under various parameters in Fig. 7, it can be seen that the unifor-
mity of SiC particles was associated with strain. In Region III with
large plastic strain, the particle streamlines essentially vanished at
Fig. 9. EBSD results of shear deformation region with true strain 0.9: grain micrographs (
misorientation angles at (c) 390 �C/0.001 s�1, (d) 390 �C/1 s�1. (For interpretation of the ref
article.)
all hot deformation parameters.
In order to investigate the effect of processing parameters on

deformation uniformity, the lateral expanded distance (LED) and
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of trace line L1 were
measured for analysis, as shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that at 390 �C
the LED increased and the FWHM decreased with rising strain rate,
and the size variation of the trace line was larger than those at
higher temperatures. This indicates that at the lower temperature
of 390 �C, the higher strain rate caused the compressive deforma-
tion to concentrate in the middle of specimens, while the lower
strain rate was helpful to improve deformation uniformity. At
460 �C, the LED presented a larger magnitude while the FWHM
IPF color þ grain boundary) at (a) 390 �C/0.001 s�1, (b) 390 �C/1 s�1; distribution of
erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
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became smaller, and also the fluctuations of LED and FWHM were
quite small with changing strain rates. These imply that even at
lower strain rate, the higher temperature still tended to induce a
strain concentration in the center region.
Fig. 10. Grain structure in longitudinal cross-section of the specimens comp

Fig. 11. Morphologies of PFBs in longitudinal cross-section of specimens compressed with t
460 �C/1 s�1 (local region in the dotted box of Fig. 7(d)), (c) etched metallograph correspon
3.3.1.2. The relevant matrix structure under specific conditions.
In general, at the lower deformation temperatures (<400 �C), the
grain boundaries are hardly shown distinctly by metallography
method due to existence of SiC particles. By contrast, the EBSD
ressed with true strain 0.9: (a) at 460 �C/0.001 s�1, (b) at 460 �C/1 s�1.

rue strain 0.9: (a) at 460 �C/0.001 s�1 (local region in the dotted box of Fig. 7(c)), (b) at
ding to (a), (d) etched metallograph corresponding to (b).
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maps of Fig. 9a and b shows the clear grain structures in the shear
deformation region at 390 �C. Due to the sufficient restoration time,
LAGBs at 390 �C and 0.001 s�1 were less than that at 390 �C and 1
s�1, as shown in Fig. 9c and d. The grain sizes under these two
parameters were 3.0 and 2.7 mm respectively, which did not change
obviously compared to the initial grain size of as-received com-
posite (~2.5 mm). Therefore, DRV was the dominant deformation
mechanism at 390 �C. DRV produces elongated grain instead of
refined and equiaxed grains [44]. The as-received composite has
fine grain which is close to the lower limit of subgrain size [22]. In
this situation, dislocations were inclined to move toward the grain
boundaries.

Fig. 10a and b shows coarsened grain structures after AGG at the
higher temperature of 460 �C. It was noted that the morphology of
the coarsened grains had a good agreement with the distribution of
SiC particle streamlines in Fig. 7c and d. The mechanism of AGG is a
strain induced grain boundary migration. During hot deformation,
SiC particles moved with the plastic flow of the matrix, while the
SiC particle band had a hindering effect on the migration of grain
boundaries simultaneously. In the transverse direction of stream-
lines, the pinning pressure of particle band on the grain boundaries
was stronger and therefore the grain boundaries migrated more
readily along the streamlines. As a result, the grains and SiC particle
streamline exhibited the identical distribution pattern.

3.3.2. Structural characteristics of streamline and particle free band
During hot compression, at some regions the streamlines
Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of the evolution of partic
formed by extrusion broadened and developed into particle free
bands (PFBs). The local morphologies of streamlines and PFBs are
shown in Fig. 11, which corresponds to the dotted box region in
Fig. 7c and d. In Fig. 11a, the width of streamlines was about 50 mm
which is close to the maximum spacing of particles in the as-
received composite. In Fig. 11b, the broad PFBs reached up to
about 150 mm which can actually be identified by the macroscopic
observation. In the streamlines and PFBs the long axis of SiC par-
ticles was approximately parallel to the flow direction.

Figs. 11c and d shows the grain structures around streamlines
and PFBs (the same regions in Fig. 11a and b). In the region of the
streamlines (Fig. 11c), after grain growth the alignment of the grain
boundaries was not completely consistent with the streamlines.
However, in the region of the PFBs (Fig. 11d), the grain size was very
large and the grain boundaries were aligned approximately parallel
to the PFBs. The pinning effect of particles on the grain boundaries
did not exist in the PFB interior. In this case, the grains grew
significantly and the grain boundaries readily migrated along the
direction parallel to the PFBs.

3.3.3. Evolution of particle streamlines under different strain states
Fig. 12 shows the schematic diagram of particle streamlines

under different deformation states. In the hard-to-deform region
(Region I in Fig. 6), the particle orientation generally does not
change under small compressive strain. Thus, the lateral spacing of
adjacent particles increases and the longitudinal spacing of parti-
cles narrows simultaneously. In this case, the distance of initial
le streamline under different deformation states.
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particle streamlines would broaden and be likely to develop into
the PFBs.

In the shear deformation region (Region II in Fig. 6), the
compressive strain is also rather limited, which provides a potential
condition for PFB forming. In this region the particles rotate with
the flow of the matrix, and keep parallel to the shear direction. As
shown in Fig. 12, the tilt angle q is directly proportional to the
magnitude of shear strain.

In the compressive deformation region (Region III in Fig. 6),
under large compressive strain the particles will be further close to
each other in the longitudinal direction. Ashby suggested that the
geometrically-necessary dislocations would generate in alloys to
accommodate the gradients of plastic deformation between the
particles and matrix [45]. During the hot working of the compos-
ites, the hard particles constrained the deformation of adjacent
matrix, and then a stagnant layer formed around the particles.
When the distance reaches the thickness of stagnant layer, the
particles will maintain the compatible deformation in a manner of
rotation. More importantly, in this center regionwhich is subjected
to the squeezing from up and down sides, the lateral flow of the
matrix will lead to a transverse arrangement of the particles.
Consequently, the wide particle streamlines and PFBs would be
broken up in the compressive deformation region.

3.3.4. Influence of deformation parameters on PFBs
In Fig. 7a and d, it can be found that the PFBs were all located in

the hard-to-deform region and shear deformation region (as
denoted by the arrows). At 390 �C/0.001s�1 (Fig. 7a), twowide PFBs
were symmetrically situated near the upper and lower end surfaces
where strain was small. Considering the symmetric distribution, it
can be speculated that these two PFBs formed in the extruding and
incipient compressing processes might be a continuous strip across
the specimen section. However, because of the relatively large
compressive strain at the lateral region (Region IV in Fig. 6), this
continuous PFBs were locally eliminated.

As shown in Fig. 7d, there was a wide PFB situated near the
center of the hard-to-deform region (Region I in Fig. 6). In view of
the conclusion in section 3.3.1.1 the condition of 460 �C/1s�1 is a
deformation parameter which can improve the uniformity of SiC
particle distribution, but the PFBs cannot be eliminated in the hard-
to-deform region and shear deformation region. This indicates that
the elimination of PFBs mainly depends on the enhancement of
strain rather than the temperature and strain rate.

4. Conclusions

Based on the hot compression test of 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al
composite, the anomalous behavior of stress-strain curves and the
distribution of reinforcing particles during hot deformation were
investigated. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) For the fine-grained 14 vol% SiCp/2014Al composites, the
yield strength at 460 �C and 495 �C was higher than that at
425 �C under the low strain rate of 0.001 s�1. This anomalous
behavior is caused by the multiple impediments to GBS and
intragranular slip by AGG and intragranular SiC particles
respectively.

(2) The Zener drag effect of reinforcing particles on the grain
boundaries was quite limited for the fine-grained composite.
Because the strain induced grain boundary migration pro-
motes the grain growth, the Zener limit dimension can be
used to qualitatively evaluate the potential of AGG during hot
working.

(3) The increase in temperature and strain rate tended to result
in the strain concentration (or localization). During AGG, the
grain boundaries migrated more readily along the particle
streamlines which is of the lower resistance.

(4) The particle streamlines could weaken or develop into the
particle free bands under specific hot deformation condi-
tions. The particle free bands generally were situated at the
hard-to-deform region and shear deformation region which
were subjected the monotonous and small plastic stain.
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